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INTRODUCTION

In March 1976 the authors presented a paper calling attention to a possiblb

shortage of science
(1)

teachers in the 1980s, dueto a combination of economic

problems in the schools, declining school-age population, decreased turnover of

n. ervice teachers and a consequent aging of th4 teachers, heavy declines in

re-service teacher output, and reductions in the capacity of teacher training

institutions to p roduce new teachers!
2)

Much of the evidence came from statis-
,

tics for teachers in general, for little is known about the teacher manpower

situation for specific academic ffelds on a national basis, but enough informa-
=

tion could be. gathered on science teaching to indicate a strong possibility of

problems ahead in demand and supply.

On the surface, that paper seemed to flout conventional wisdom. After all,

there had been for the several years prior to 1976 a, surplus of new graduates

seeking teaching jobs. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare through

the Office of Education, and later through the newly organized National Center

for Education Statistics had publicized projections of an enormous surplus of

teacher supply over demand, including continued-overproduction of new teachers,

accumulating to monstrous prOportions through-the 1970s. For example, one

report prepared for the Office of Education in 1972 that had broad implications

for federal and local policy decisions stated:

For the period 1971 to 1979...there will be 3,201,711 graduates (with

teaching certificates)... This would represent over 2,000,000 grad-4
(3)-uates prepared to teach in excess of the need...

The large surplus of newly trained teachers anticipated in this projection

and others orsomewhat lesser magnitude projected by the National Center.for

Education Statistics (NCES) as late as 1975 in their annual publication Protec-

tions of Education Statisstics simply have not materialized. A study funded.by

NCES, the Preservice Preparation of Teachers, contains data based on a well-

designed sampling of institutions that prepare tenors and students in those

institutions. For the first time there are reasonable estimates availahPe of

the numbers of persons preparing to Inc teachers. The resulting report of this

survey by Lewin and Associates has been submitted'to NCES but has not vet =been

released by that agenrv. The statistics wioted from this survey were ohtaincd



from a discussion aft of the contractor's report to NCES, which is also

ublic Information and is available through the,ERIC system. The data show

that, considering not only those who prepared to become teachers but also that

subgroup who intended to seek jobs in teaching, for the year 1976-77 only

about 25,000 would be unable to fink teaching jobs out of approximatelj ten

times that number who were in pre-service programs. This figure indludes all

teaching positions at all levels, and reflects both a drastically - reduced

demand and a large reduction in supply since the year 1969-70.
(4)

However, the forecasts of 1972 and thereafter of exceedingly large sur-

pluses of new. teachers relative to demand had a profound effect. Decisions

were made that-were probably.approprlate to the times when the existence of

a surplus in-teacher supply became obvious in 1972,, TA administration of,

the Education Professions Development Act (EFDA) began shitin emphasis from -

pre-service to inservice teachers, and to the training of teaeher, in certain

specialties related to handicapped, bilingual, and disadvantaged children.

The message was clear: curtail pre-service education programs, It was

reflected not only in Federal government policy\but in action _ken by state

government education authoritierS. But the message was too simple; it ignored

a whole set of counter - trends even then taking place. Moreover, it ignOred

the long-range effects of curtailment in the 1970s of pre-service teacher

education in the colleges.

During the 1970s major changes occurred ii-110K4 composi ion of the second-

ary school teaching staff, as well as in the constraints on the demand/supply

system for teachers to which the country had become accustomed in the 1950s

and 1960s. These changes will interact with the reduction in teacher train-
14

ing capacity imposed during the 1970s in an adverse fashion when we reach the

1980s. ,Little attention has been paid ---those consequences,

-

The authors in their 1.976 paper were concerned about the lack of usable

sties cn placements of new teachers, turnover of,tbe in-service staff,sta

production of new teachers, actual size of classes (as opposed to estimated

student/teacherj,raio caleplated from gross sources), and differences among

academic disciplines --:Tegions conn
. . .

was shown. We knew that there

was arsurplus of trained beginning teachercoming.from colleges and univer

ties, but was the surplus the same in all fields? Would the surplus continue

unohared, even snowballing with.ever-larger numbers of new telchet gradirotGing



( into unem -vmpn , Was retirement rate of experienced teachers constant

IV
6

through the `196(1c, rue 1970s, an& projected into the 1980s. Could the pre-

sent surilus generate its own feedback and teacher production, eventurn off ace poucon, e
1 0

cause overreaction, could the capacity to train new teachers become impaired

by the late 1970s, making it necessary to rebuild this capacity if a need

should develop for more teac/46rs in the 1980s? What is the lead time for

building up a teacher training capability, recruiting undergraduates ifito fthe

progfam, assessing the then- current needs of new teachers for that era, and

incorporating new; requirements into the program? Is there a danger of a wave

ears in.the mide1980s, particularly among science teachers? Would

turn into a sudden shortage of teachers because of severe reductions in

L

science reacher production during the previous few years?

Mere seemed to he nomechaaism for long-range planning or even fact

gathering. Government Xgeneies, notably the National Center for Education

Statistics, did not have current and believable information on most'of the

indicators of teacher supply and demand Hot would provide a sense of develop-
.

fng trends,:a -situation that -4s discussed in considerable detail in this paper.

Organizations of the various segments( of the education professions seemed to

be out of touch with the long-range possibilities of the changes that had been

taking plate. Two organizWitions that'had been collecting statistics in past

years for their own purposes - -the American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Edurat -inn (AACTP) and the National Education Association (NEA)--were concerned

with parts of the issue but were unable to providy current data on specific

elements such as rates and trends of new teacher oduction (those who, upon

graduation, will, he seeking their first teaching jobs) and rates for teachers

leaving the profession for all teachers in secondary - school positions, let

alone for those in science and math.

4

Most disappointing was the seeming indifference of educAtion professionals

as a group and their organizations to these questions. Since there wa at the

time an obvious teacher surplus, drast =ic policy decisions were being made all

over the country to reduce production'cof new teachers. However, no group

seemed No he e,nsidaTing the trends from the _ ional viewpoint--certainly not

in the science teaching professions. Each person seemedxnught in his or her

little niche, trying to cope with developing crises 'of staff or program on his/

her own campus. The big picture was being, lost.



THE PROBLEM

There may wdll be a severe shoratage of high school teachers in the natural

sciences and Mathematics after 19_5; perhaps even earlier. Very few teachers

have been hired during.the 1970s,-and the existing teacher population is grow-
,

ing older. The output of new science teachers at the undergraduate level has

tapered off, and even the-machinery for producing new teachers being par..

tially dismantled. By the middle 1980s a large proportion of the- teachers 'now

in serVide.will be reaching retirement age, but replacements will be in very

short supply.

There is a strong pOssibility that the _rent surplus of new teachers-

may turn into a si-lkortage b- -the Middle 1980s, If this should happen, there

taughtwill probably be a significant drop in the quality of science education

in the high schools, whIeh of course will cigickly affect the colleges. Sub-
/

standard teachers willd-then probably fill vacancies in science-departments,

and the,curriculum needed to educate students for technically oriented careers':

would deteriorate.

overall health of the science/technology components of our .society

may thus be threatened during the latter part of the century. The country's

economy rests on the quality of its technology. For many years employment in

the professions and in the industrial sector has increasingly demanded. techni-

cal knowledge and skills. Forecasts indicate that this trend will continue.

These'skills are acquired only after a strong foundation in mhematics and

the sciences has been provided during the normal years of sohoolink-z, The

potent -1 teacher shortage has setrous implications for our economy and also

for th mmptoyability of high school graduates and the competence of the work-

ing force.

The situation has its roots in the socio-economic problems of schools in

the 1970s. ;k4er two e ados of burgeoning growth and spiraling costs there

has been a sadden freeze on expansion and a "hold thecTine" attitude on

expenses; The school -age population srarted droppi at theikihdergarten

_level in the late 1960s, and by now the. decline has reached the secondary

level. (5)
Consequently the teaching fnrc) in high school academic-Subjects

will remain relatively constant in size. Hiring of new, g teachers



dropped greatly. In genera_
=,

only replacements are being hired, and sometimes

vacancies are left unfilled because of'local problems. For a variety of rea-

sop a smaller loss to the system than in the 1 60s has.occurred from among

the/group of older, h ghly experienced teachers. Thus, there is an agiqg teach

kng population with very little infusion of younger people.

News of the hiring freeze affectthe plans of college -age students who
(6)

mightiotlWrwise enter the teaching profession. Drastic drops in enrollments

for preservice tea-ehers have already taken place,/ As\a--consequence,- colleges

suffering. from their own financial binds have been cutting back on their commit-

meats to teachin programs. (7 ) By now,. relatively few undergraduates are

preparin3 to teach, and the supply of new teachers is drying-pp,

The demand for teache'rs since 19707Including science teachers--has fallen

drastically. The National Center for _d_cation Statistics (NUS) reports

periodically on thesize of the nation's staff of education professionals.

From these reports it can be deduced that the average annual growth rate of_'

classroom teachers (all fields, elementary plus secondary) from 1859 to 1969

was-4.16 percent ;'froth 1969 to 1975, howevee, the average growth suddenly

plummeted to 1.43 percept -per year. Furthermore, the NCES growth statistics

are obscured by disproportionate increases in certain categories of teacher and

"instructional personnel not associated with the traditional academic areas;

special education ,-..,occupational /vocational education, and some others. In

fact, these categories arstill considered in short supply nationally and

hiring proceeds unabated. Therefore, if any net _increase should appear in the'

total instructional force within the
9)

weighted 'th these teachers.

near future it will most likely be hqpvily

There is little reason to expect growth in the teacher force for the next

decade, since both elementary and secondary school enrollments have been declin-

,ing since 1973. -In fact, decline in the total number of classroom teachers has

probably already set in, and will continue until 1935. In the middle 1980s an

Upturn in elementary school enrollment is expected because of a change in the

birth rate as the World War TI "baby boom geneTatio6 begins producing families.

This will cause a reversal of the decline for elementary teachers, but it will
410)be several more years before this bulge reaches the seeondary.schools.
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The only other factor that, could mitigate the magnitude of decifife in

the force would be decreases in pOpIliteacher ratio. (The lower this ratio,

of course, the greater the number of teachers that will be required to serve

the- sale number of students.) There were dramatic decreases in this ratio in

the 1960s and into the early 1970s, and NOES projects a continued decrease to

0 1984. 0`1i The best guess, h_wevex, is that this has alrebvply bottomed o and

y be reversed, despite NCES. projections. Fiscal problems are becarfiing so
r_

`severe that many School districts are known to be foregoing rep acements of

teacher's who leave and-are then increasing class size. While t ere are not

yet any quantitative estimates of this trend, it appearsn recent samplings

of science enrollments carried ouX by Ohio State Uni ersity as part of ERIC/

SMEAC's periodic assessment of science teachi,ng. 12)

Pupil/teacher ratio is one of those statistics that often seem to have

little relation to the nu_bers of students a science teacher faces in each

of his classes: There reason to believe that class size may well be

increasing for the high school teacher, because the ratio officially reported

includes in the denominator instructional personnel without daily responsibil-
,

ity fora defined set of pupils. If these other - than- classrooi teachers are

gaining in number, as would appear to.be the case, then the pupil/teaener

ratio tells us less than we need to know about the actual load of the average,

classroom teacher--and changes in that load. At present there is legitimate

presSure for equity in the education of handicapped children, and for provi-
40

sion of appropriate services for the emotionally disturbed Student. Teachers

with these special skills have been and w1 continue to-be added-to the staff,

sometimes by legislative mandate, sometimes by court order. The science

teacher functioning with the large majority of "normal" children, howevet,

may find his class sizi.) increase athit be-Cause of the sudden jump in costs

of special education. At the same time, vacancies in the traditional academic

fields may be unfilled,or at best filled for only a fraction of the vacant

positions, for the same reasons of fiscal constraintsc Statistics as they

appear in natiohal totals fail to sort nut the components of the ratio, and

leave the reader in d

current literature on cduc

the statistics repnrted

as to whether,he iscorraptly interpreting the

tional

NOES itself contributes

trends nr

tions on the etent of preSerVice

t question the validity of

sion. Not only were.their projec-1
%

-cher overproduction through the end of



srcissly overestimated, their projections on pupil/teacher ratios

the same period' are :open tol uestion. .NCES offeKs projections of cop-
.-L.

tinueedeclinsa in the ratio thro_gh the end of the decade Merely by'--

)_.extrapolating the trend toward reduction encountered:from 1963 to 19n (13
v

V

This flies in the :ace of all recent evidence lof actions taken by school

r?)districts con fro ted with fiscal rises; The reasOndble assume is'that

pupil/teachei Tatios in high school science clAsses will not decrease at all

and in fact may rise. For purpdses of this paper the authors assume no

change in this variable from 1976 to 1985, reasonably. conservative guess

based on current information,

If growth of the science teaching staff is ended, the only access that

newly trained teachers have to placement in a school classroom is through

teacher turnover. Mobility of experienced teachers has in the past contri-

buted to employment opportunities for the new teacher with a recent B.S.., of

for one holding An I.S. without a tenured position. The present tight market

has-reduced that a enue almost certainly, but no data are available. Other

teacher movements out of the profession--retirements, changing careers,
1

assumption of administrative duties, deaths, leave for a few years to, raise
4

childrenill continue.

For uew teachers, these widll be the openings they seek; how many vacan-

cies there will be is conjectural. The rate of theseovements out of the

classroom is subject to fluctuation. The many personal and economic factors

.entering into teacher turnover coalesce into an annual rate, but this fluc-

tuates within'limi . For Our purposes the useful -component of the teacher

turnov factor is teacher termination rather than the component d'ue to

lateral transfer from one position to another, since this is the source of

vacancies,in the system. NCES uses an estimated rate of 8 percent per year

fo_=4e
) 4r teacher turnover--apparently synonymous with temporary and permanent

termination --in projecting future demand for tethers, basing this figure

on historical data.
(14)

appl

There is disagree

_Able to the pre

as to whether an 8-percent mina ion rate is

teacher population. The Rand Corporation perTorm-d

an intensive study of educational personnel far -the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare and published a series of reports under the general
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a

h
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4

tit.le Analysis of-_ -_thEdUcational_Personnel emSyst during 1973 and 1974. In

4
the v devOted ro teacher turnover the .following cpcinclusions are reached!

,

The standard predictive method in. this field is simple trend analy-

.sis, buti it is not valid here. There is snbstintial year-to-yearr-to-ye4r

1.4t'1atili in terminAion rates no consistent trend; bnt even
°^

more important,
.

,eqtimAtes of future-rates must he modifl_ed in.light

-f'th- changes in th ng proe teachi'fes5I6m- Themost significant

change i., the tremendous expansion' of tho,teaChing force in the
N,.

_.),/ _ ,
.

J4,960s; Lollowed' by detj-ining scho(70 enrollments in the 1970$_k-.4 A_
/ N.

, . , 4A, .
.

'concurrent change Cs the improved economic statiis4of teadhers. The
.

,

, .

-.political and organizational strength of teacher groups may allow
1

working teachers to retain their economic gains even in the face of

a teacher surplus.

The results in this report'indicate that termination rates will fall

in the ne,:r few years because of the youth of the present teaching

for'ce and the attractivenessand scarcity--of teachtng jobs. But

as the force ages, the rates should rise back to about 7-10 percent

at the end of rhp decade.

...the teaching forre'now has a median T-Ixo of,only Vz. As the flow

of new pp-Uttle dries up the force will xge, so the drop in retire-
,

-rriera=s will be only temporary and retirementsin the late 1970._ And

1980s should be quire high. ...In Slim, the overall rates of termin-

ation wilh fall because- of the attractiveness of teaching jobs, the

perceived difficulty of regaining n lost job, And the youth of the

prc4sent for6-2. in the 1960s the termination rates,varied from about

7 to TO percent. The ffect of the factors listed here should be

lowered rates to AuL 5 to 8 percent in the next few years, rising

980.")to 7 to 10 percent (perc

_I 4The importance of idrop in the termination rate for teachers is in the

reduc of openings for the in tecwher. For example, in a teacher force

of 2,200,000 a change of one prcelitage point (froM 8 percent to 7 percent)

would reduce teacher demand hv -4000; percentage points would reduce it

by 44,000. Thi.repreonrs perhaps o 12 t,c) percent possible reductton in

8



the ne- demand for teachers projected by NCES for 1977.(16) It,would also

have a chilling effect on the outlook for reacher education., at the under-
,

graduate level.

There are no recent data on iteachtty turnover statistics, although NCES
, ,

-

has expressed a desire to,conduct a study of this important factor. This is
.

another area-Where current practices make it yrrpossAble to be informed about

a rapidly developing social and economic tread in education, thus freezing

policy to a.series of guesses based on extrapolation of obsolete past trends

or,` even u/orse, intuitive judgment based on' the biases of incumbent poVitical

appointees -over whose signatures reports are issued to Congress.,

Demand For new teachers has been estimated by NCES up- to 1984. Given

known statistics on student_population, using estimated rates for pupil/ .

teacher ratio and teacher terminations mentioned above, without an'y adjustments

for the'recent aberrations that must be taking place in theae rates and -that

have disruptedsmooth trends dating back into the 1960s, NCES projects a
.

continued drop in demand for additional certificated teachers down to 145,000

in 1980. It will then, pick up to 198,000 by 1984, although the expansion at

that time will almost Certainly he for the increased numbers of newly admitted
(17)elementary school children and should not affect high school teacheA,--

It is our contentiore-that the projection factors used by NCES for reacher

terminations 'and ptipil/teacher ratios actually lead to'overestimates of

teacher vacancies in the 1970s' and mask the extent the cycle in which the

schools find themselves. The numbers of vacancies for new teachers will prob-

ably be fewer than NCES projects For the late 1970s and beginning 1980s because

of the static character or the teaching populatioh and the influence of ccono-

mic forces in educational financing. This will have a peculiar effect, if it

sl5buldturn out to he true. It will affect production of new *eachers even

more adversely and put even more pressure on teacher training, institutions as

their graduates find over fewer opportunities to Leach. The result would be

smaller output of new teachers than anticipated and)a smatletzi number of Would-

be teachers fh the "reserve pool" of persons who might be tapped if vacancies

I open up. It may al,;o le,nd to lot;s of teacher train*Ing capacity,



SUPPLY. OF., NEV TEACHERS

When vlcancie;i in the coaching for...' oe(nir,, they are filled_ei her by
/.

pers '-h (1) no previous ?-1xperience but with all the prereqfiisites, (2)

by those who lack cerraiA qualifying requirements but are otherwise con-
'

sidered suitable (and who must meet all n-eqUirements,Within a specified time)',-
.

or CO by pert-'`n who have noC been teaching in the 'last school year bnt who

arc_f* qualified available. This last is -11'e "reserve pool" and little is

known about Its composition. A useful asnmpt,ion is that the longer a person
0

is in the vol withour a teaching assignMkimt the less likely he or sheJwill

accept one the future; c-onversely, the most recent _p.r.e-srvice graduates
.

in the pool are the best candidates for placement. The smaller the number of

unplaced retichers recently trained, the smaller will be the number of the

most likely and most desirable candidateS. Thus, the supply of trained

teachers during the 1970s (particularly now and for the next few years) is

highly pertinent to issues of supply and demand. in th s.

, For the moment, discussion will'be concentrated on the production of

teachers, Starisrics on the annual supply of new teachers are invariably

estimates for several reasons. NCES receives annual reports from colleges

on degrees granted, but these .cannot be translated accurately into pre-

'service reachc,r!-;. One cause for,uneerrainty is -the difficulty of counting

those who are preparing, to teach bur who are not matriCulated for degrees

new

awarded'by colleges of education. ?h/x\ is especially perplexing at the

secondary sehdel level, for undergraduates may he enrolled as majors inliberal

arts and sciences while at the same time taking courses required for teacher

certification. Colleges and universities havegvarying methods of reporting

graduates these characteristics, often lumping them with other artS and

' sciences raduates, sometimes reporting them as graduates certified to teach,

or even combining them with education degree graduates in one undifferentiated

number.- There are insLitutions where such a student may achieve a degree

either from the college of education or arts mid, sciences, with no difference

in the employment market. Others rake little or/no professional ed,ocarien

courses as .undergraduates, and then matriculate for master's degrees in-edu-.

cation that ide6riFv-rhHr Wc| of crnmiwtencv.

Thus, a hend cnnw of education degrees awarded overlooks a !fif.able per-

centage of second ty school teachers and a- small lumber of elementary teachers.

1,



It also includes pers(ips prepared for

school system who do not teach in the

a whole variety of positions ip the
traditional. a-cademic fields of most

interest to readers of this paper; or who even may not serve as classroom

teachers at all. ,StaEistics colleeld by the states and later reported by

NCRS can separate out the latter groups by categL , but no precise estimates

are available for tic c eprospetiv teacher with a noneducation.degree./

SciOnce teachers-131i into this category, with 1-101 education and rileral

arts degrees.

Another difficulty with education statistics Is the tendency to report

both bachelor's aid master's degrees in one 1,1imp 'Offiany, if not,most,

states the master's degree is' the snn(larcl for-'permlOent certification of a

teacher, making 11i.M'"fully qualified." Adtihnistrators are interested in

knowing percentages of "fully qualified," but repotting which includes in one

number both bachelor's anti master's degrees conferred is quite misleading.

At first glance one ma consider these totals as the newly produced supply of

teachers ready for their first position. Mastetrs awarders, however, consist

of at least three groups: (1)_ those who are already employed by schools in

Leaching positions they will retain 'and who are earning advanced degrees

while in service, thereby changing, their type of certification and their

placement on the salary scale; (2) those who are already teachers with some

degree df tenure status, but who are seeking other educationrelated positions

such as guidance counselor or administrator;. and (3) those Who have no present

teaching position, or have never had one, and who obtain mastqr's degrees

before coming on the market for employment. The last group are new teachers.

The first group are hvffar the most numurouS.

For purposes of this paper, statistics that include master's degrees will

be avoided. It is the supply- of new teacher at the ii. S. level, (recently

graduated from teacher training programs,W1th 'either education o arts and

sciences degrees, that is cintercst here. These graduates are traditionally

the primeFmiirce for ing also the largest

'source for an active reserve pool. Until the recently completed survey bv

,Lewin and Associates, The Preservice Preparation of Teachers, there wore no

guidelines for cut the percentage of liberal arts grOuates who are

qualificdi to toach at Li lc leveL Thereafo rite separate statistic

for persons with teacher qualifications (including those with education

degroes) in-each of the disciplinen in high school, The totals for



\griaduates with education degrees include tin' very large mnss of those pre-'

pared the elementary grades. -lu other .cducati.oncispecialties, but

omit the arts and se tenc0 recipiollto3 equally qualified to tench. The usual

approach there is to fix a ratio of "eligihie to teach" baccalaureates

to the total of bachtlor's level graduates, thereby setting a natter for the

size of the slimly entering the Joh market in any one year.

The rat in of "elirible kn ti-w1 total baccal4nretes used by NCES

for several year; has been 30 ner,ont of each graduating claSs. This factor

wa's applied to total graduates and usej for 4.4official" estimates. Another

Hctor wnti .1.11cn applied because at one time 75 percent of _he. "eligiht-es"had

been found to he actively seeking Leaching jobs Thus,
,

.30 x .7, x size of B.A...class = the number eVigib:e to teach. Both factors ,

were derived from historical data gathered by the Nat boat Education Associa-

Lion in V-heir studies on supply and demand of teachers, and were thought to
4he valid-For 1972.

Both factors are highly suspect. NEA's figure for percent of class

"eligible rrr--t.each" had been higher than 30 percent , and was corrected by the

Rand Corporation team's study ih 1973-74 to 10 percent because of systematic

hiases in NEA's methods. That research team then immectiately rejected the 30

percent figure for tlw/1,970s, presenting convincing evidence' of a sharp and

couslstent downturn in prodtsction of new teachers from 190 to 1972, and

offered reasons why the true figure was even lower at the time of their report
(lx)

.(1974) with even further declines for the remainder of the decade at least.

%'111.1rthe.rMive, if in times of excellent employment prospects 75 pevcent of the

"eligibles' actually sought teaching jobs, when the market became,epressed

then was every reason to estimate a lower percentage of "eligibles" sjking

extremely hard-to-find teaching jobs. NCES, however, was slow in abandoning

the historically established factors even when all current information showed

that they were changing,- Thin has led to absurdly high projections of a

teacher surplus, misdirecting decision makers about its magnitude.

A flagrant exampi_o of it ex-11)1e perpetuation of obsolete estimates

occurred in a release by rho Office of Education which was at the same time

a report to Corwro,i lnd 1 pith] 1t\rei;t mentioned repeatedly in the

press. Using prolocttnns from NCES LoarriVe at the estimates of tearlier'

surpluses this publieation spr,1(1 the word that "even the lowest Pro-k-ted,



(19)surplus in 19'00-81 is about 70 perent greater thali the- I h75-7h surplus."'

Figures were presented to .show that depending on alternate estimates of

teacher turnover for the demJnd component, the smayiest surplus prolecCed

for 1980-81 of beginning relehers in relation to demand would be about 50

percent, while the larger surplus projected would be well over 150 percent

This release _ranslared 'in to ordinary language stated that, afriA- at least

a decade of dealing with an over-supplV of Leacher trainees in high proportions,

the education estahlishment would mindlessly continue to turn out large numbers

of college grhduates who could riot find jobs in education for which they were

trained. Perversely, lOwas prolectod, ever Larger numbers of unemployables

would be pouted from the assembly I in each Year, because the number of'college

graduates would increase cae-h year and .30 x .75 x the number of graduates would

presumably enter -the employment market for teaching jobs. The Rand Corporation

reuxts were well in hand long before this publication surfaced, refuting the

JO peroe'rit factor, and vet no sense of balance is' reflected At any time in the

bullerlti. it is no wonderthat, with this "official'' government report in hand,

state legislators and educ=.ational administrators were willing to emasculate

teacher education in the colleges.

Compounding the confusion is Line 1976 edition of The Condition of Fduca-

tiop, in izhich during the same .7ear NCLS began to use alternative rates to

estimate-percent of pt:aduuat Jung lasfi eligible to teach, apparently in response

to Carroll and Ryder cr1 tique:
(21)

. One can only conjecture an to the

reasons behind these conflicting approaches in the same department of the

government, and the consequent dissoAnt messages broadcast to the profession,

but it may he that the OF report was actually prepared much earlier and was

released later than anticipated. Unofficial conversations imply that this

could be the &(2. In,lny event, the lack of consistency is unfp-rthnate,

because it obscres the true. extent of the problem for decision makers.

'----

Let It 11
/,

noted that stuiienrii In read tie papers and make career doci-
,

scone in accordance with their understanding of future opportunities, allhougO
-,

riot) all at ti,, same time. interest in preparing for a Leaching ,career has

declined. The American Council on Rheat conducts An Annual ''s,t_rvev of the

incoming college freshman clasn;. One Item covera career inienLionH Fyi-
,

.dontiv feedback on teacher surpluses began to iiffecr the freshmen by 1970.

In 1968, 23.5ipercent intended to teach; this went to 12.1 percent in 1972

1

7

A.
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and 7.7 percent in 1974. Freshman intentions to en ler secondary school teach-

ing are 'even more startling. In 1_968, 14.4 percent of entering freshmen

indicated a p}obahte career in teaching at this level. (iii ii; was the graduat

ing class of 1972.) Freshmen entering in 19/0, when news-of difficulty in

finding jobs began to cireUlate,- showed 11.3 percent seeking a secondary soCcol

teaching career. This pert-enrage dropped to 6,5 percent by 1972, 4.2 percent

in 1974, 3.7 percent in 1_976, and in September 1_977--the graduating class of

1981only 2.9 percent of the entering freshmen were declaring careers in

secondary school Leaching. These data, el course, are for [respective teachers

of nil subjects and must be applied'hy inference to science teacher preparation.

has already been made to Carroll and Ryder's empirical test of
0

time lag in responses of undergradultes to new; of teacher surpluses in making

(heir own career choices (see p. 5 ). However, the report by Marra of Lewin

and Associates to NCES points ,ur significant def.ciencies in the amount of

direction 'given tmdargraduates ahout entering teaching careers. Only about

quarter of the students, according to their survey, received systematic

counseling on careers in teaching prior to their own decisions to enroll in

th
(22)

e program. On the face of it this appears to he a serious oversight by

teacher training instit_uclons.

The Preservicepreparntion of Teachers survey revealed a good .deal of

information on current trends in teacher supply that heretofore had been esti-

mated by obscr!ere methods. able 1 shows that about two-thirds of the:19-75

baccalaureate graduates intended to seek employment immediately as a teacher,

while almost 15 percent intended Len enroll fur graduate degrees in education.
(23)

Variations among ethnic groups on those items are striking.

Supply/demand c.f-iLiMnrcs going/hack\ o 11 7. are given in Table 2. They

show the "seller's market" that exiSted in the early 1960s and the relation-

ship between demand and undergraduate response as the source cif supply ror

the next 15 Years. We- may note, for example, the constant annual growth. in

demand through 1969, followV hv the beginuings'of sharp declines in demand

in_1970 as estimated by NCES. The supply element for the 1960s is probably

reasonably accurate; they woreprovided by the National Education Association

(NEA) and were Found to a-il v f t!Int era. Bv the late 1960s some'vstematio

-_-InIrt§ may have entered, but those (Intl ar?, the best available.
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Table 1. Flans for work upon graduation and receipt of initia .-ehing- certificate as expres.std'bY
1

.recent teacher lAklucation graduates. Aggregate United States, AY 1975-1976.

Employment
As A

Teac'her

_-

Other
Employment

5,1

Graduate
School In
Education

14=5

Graduate
School
Outside

Education

All Groups mhined

Father Occupation Group

66.7

Farm 81.3 1..4 7.9 6.9

Labor, Operative, Service -66.1 4.6 16.9 4.9

Crafts, Protectd.ve Service, Technical 67.0 6.8 12.5 5.1

41% Clerical, Sales 63.5 6..5 17.3 6.2 e

Managerial, Proprietor 67.8 4. 16.1 4.8

Professional 64 4 5.1 12.7 8.3

Ethnic Background

White 07.7 4.8 13.9 5.8

Black 56.6 6.0 25.3 .

Asian 44.1 3.7 :14,9 11.7

Hispanic 84.7 15.

American Indian 65.4

Und;eci_

5.

3.3

4.0

7.4

5.5

2-0

11.0

34.6

NOTE: Data are weighted national estimates based on a nationwide probability

in their tinal wear of teacher preparation.

of 3600 persons



Table' . Supply and demand for beginning teac6ero. Aggregate United States

AY 1961 through 1976.

,
Supply 9f ' Estimated Number Demand

Beginning of Persons For

Seeking Work ( a) Teac4ersYear Teachers
__,_

140,000

148,000
,--

.168,ap0

16,000 .

167,000

188,000

A4;000
- .. e-''

216,000

216,000\

1 66,000!-

'142,000

175,000

168,000

k, 151,000

176,000

144,000

_

1961
-,

140,000 103,300 ,

1962 150,000
$

110,700

1963 , 151,000 f , 111:400

1964 175,000 129,150
.

1965 196,000 144 ,cing

1966 201,000 148,300
.

1967 245,000 180,800
1

.

196S '249,000 183,800
.

'1969 275,000 203;000

19/0 210,000 215,000

197
.1(h) 309,000 228,000

1972" 320,000 236,200

41973 322,000 23,600

1974 305,000 225,000

1975 259,000 f91,000

1976
(d) 227,000 '1167,500

0
;k-,___

a. Es imated-tiy using the percent of graduates report.ing that they would seek

work as a reacher. See Trade Bt-21.
/

b. Supply data for 19-61-1971 ,provided by Dr. William Graybeal of the National

Education Associat4on.

r. Supply data for 1972T1975 are weighted national estimates based on a

nationwide probability samph 240 Sehooir. , colleges and department-_

of education.
J

d. Supply data for 1976 are weighted Ictional estimates based on a nationwide

probability sample of 3600 persons their -final year of reacher prepa'ratiOn.

e. Demand figures for 1961-1976 were supplied 6y Dr. Mark Borinsky. of the Nat.onal
"1..

Center for Edncat ion Star ist ind elude_ demand frcim both public. and private

schools.

_16
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However, fire Pre service Prep=aration of Teachers survey applies to supply

estimav's from 1972 and thereafter. The lag in supply of new teachers com

pared Co demand declines from 1970 through 1974 is most striking, with the

peak in supply reached in 1973. Once the reaction set in, however, the supply

of beginning rea ircio dropped by nearly one-third between 1973 and 197n:

ket factors were at work, but undergraduates' commitment to their emirs-, of

study seems to hay
(24

viduals,

created much hardship between 1971 and 1974 for many indi-

Q
.

ling to teaching Spec,ialty. Tt shows

In Table 3 a re moment of the previous large differences
- -

the persiseence (relatively speak-
. .

of those in elementary education in the face of an Abominable market for

their ,--ervices, but it also shows ,the drastic reaction among those interested-

secondary school teachdng. Between 1973 and 1976 the secondary school

beginntng to L0ei )1v plummeted to a lffttie more than half of the peak

This table shows the need. _for se drate statistics for secondary school
ti

eachers in all aspects of the manpower problem. This adaptation of the Pre-
.

(25)service 'reparation survey appears in an official LACES publication.

I
It heco aPpc ent from these tables t the enormous surpluses of

Keirkning teachers projected in the early 1970s failed to take into account

the natural reactions students in choosing undergraduate majors. Still

effect on the institutions tiltto he examined, Thow6 ei, is the lc g-ter

prepare teachers of this sudden change in,their outp

Another source nf. data for the same years confirms the depressed -sitatj

of teacher education. The American Association of-College= for Teacher Edu-

cation (AACTE) m1 H. -s nfr,rmatinn yearly from each cof its member institu-

tions on the Lora: numbers of teacher education gYaduates by degree level.

Although these U ',are collected for other purposes, they can be anal\

for gross trends can corrtput of beginvang teacbers.

rj
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Supply of begin in 1 selected area: v1972-13 to 1975-16 (Index: 1'972-73 3 100)

V

Selected Area,

Bachelor's Degree

All bachel

A

1972-73 1973-74 074-75 1975-76

Number Number 0. . Number of Number of

Graduates inde; Graduates Index "Graduates

..... ,
32,000

Special eduAtion (bachelors). , -074, 21,000

'1

100 305,000 94.6 259 au

100 23,000 109.9 24,000

pccupntional/vocation- 1 (baLbelor 13,00--- 100 13,000 84.0 -, 12,000

neral elementary (bachelor's) . . 121,000 100 116,000 96.2 94,000

Index Graduates

80.3 227,000

111,0 25,000

78.0 10,000

7/8.2

General secondary (bachelor's) 138,000 100 116,-000 91.2 104,000 7

Index-

70.2

117.4

65.3

71.7

80,000 157.7

This figure rtpreents bachelor's degree recipients with certification in occupational ocational eduga-

tion only and does not include nondegree teaehers'available for teaching in occupational /vocational

education.i:

NOTF.--Figures for 1912-73 through 1974-75 are weighted national estimates based on a probability lsample of

240 teacher preparation programs. Figures for 1975 -76 are weigh ed national estimates based op. a

probability ample of 3,600 persons. in their final year of teacher preparation.

1

SOURCE: U.S. ;Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Education Statisti

"National Survey of the Preservice Preparation of Teachers," unp blished data,

f)
4 o,
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The-AAGTE data combine In-as ingle number b(Ith elementa and seoondary
0

graduates, plus thoscl for special education and other specialties. No separ-4 ation of subgroups is possible, so hat th'b,trends for secondary teachers are'obscured ir the totals. , Xevertheless. several aspeAs of the dr.:114,11e in.teacher training become evident from AACTE'statisties for the years,0493-1976.(N .B. - these dntes refer to the June or August graduates of those yearsc: .

For all member institutions the number in the "initial.
cert.' ication pool"7---e.

persons with their ffrst
t(4Thing certificatesin 1971 was 283,628. In 1976that number f(21.1 to.ahout 190,000, a drop of exactly one-third.

, 4

Since there\are over 800 Member
institutions i4cAACTE (the number \thriesslightly from year to,yerir) it was decided to examine trends for the largestproducers of teachors, which are usually the .rgest and nos inquentialproducers of science caches -. A group of 42 institutions

was identified asfollows:

1. Graduated 100(1 or more 'baccniaureates
in teaching in at least oneof the years 1973 - 1976; and

2. Ti no data missing for those years that would he essential for
analysis.

These 42 member institutions are about 5 percent of all AACTF institutions,and almost '5 percent of all those that train teachers in the United States.
However,_nbout 23 nercent of all baccalaureate- degrees received from AACTE
ijmmhers 4In 1976 were obtained:at these colleges and universities. Thenumbers of B,A./B.S. degrees- far these vears are showr, in Table 4.

These numbers conform very ulosolv with those reported by Morra in the
Preservire Preparation Studv, showing that the 'largest

institutions.are
declining at toast as rpicH ns the entire body of institutions. More thanhalf were from rh() states bordering rhe Grent Lakes.



Table Dec line- in teaaer output for 42

1973-1976

Year

r'r©ducers,

1973 60557' 109

1

1974., 53618 89

1975 L15207 75

1976 ZIO1R0 66

a. - 0141N-Wipublished statistics supplied by the American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Edu ation, 1977.

b. Percentage of l:put for 1973.



A_further analysis was made tO identify sections of the country with the

greatest and least decline§ lrrleather production over this period,. For this
purpose 704704 AACTE member institutions were found that had no data gaps in the
four-year period. It Should lie "noted Again that these statistics include alP
pereans receiving the first professional degrees.Atialifying them to teach,
with approximately half in the elementary field.4

didnot decline nearly as much
Elementary-teacher,degrees

adid secondary teacher degrees over this

,ion study showed that the
perioelt for Morra's data-4in the 'reservice Prepar

number of elementary degrees in 1976 was 71.7 percent of thOse in 1973, while
for seCondary.teachers the number in 1976 was 57,7 percent of those in 197a
(see Table-3). Thus, the following statistics contain,an indeterminate mix
of elementary and secondary ,teaOlets. -Moreover, they are derived from a major
frac ,but not all of the AACTE Member institutions, and so the totals
deviate Sem those found for all institutions. (The 1973-1976 decline
for this set totals 28 percent, whereas that for all- AACT7 members was 34'Per%
cent.)

With these caution n mind,-it-may be deduced from Table 5 that the "Sun
Belt" shows the emalleet declines, while the Plains and Great .Lakee state
have put tack far more dra§titally than realized from riationa -1 statistics.

was decided not to compute statistics for. California because -of a

;lumber of a valies in'the data for several large institutions; inconsistencies
. A
from year to year in these cases were so-great that the original data were sus-

,
pect. Since California,:withFits very large population, woul stitute most
of the weight for the Far West region, no figures are presented region
as well. It should bermentioned, however, that all the other states in that

region showed very large declines, with an index of 53 (Alaska) to 70 (Oregon).

Individual states show wide variation, but the

is consistent. The- extremes are given in Table 6.

elt --Midwest contrast

The stated'Alaska, Hawaii, Nevada, and Wyomfng all had indexes smaller

than 60, but-are not represented in Table 6 because each produces negligible
amounts of new teachers, relying pr ncipally on one insLitution_in each state.

21



Table 5. Regional declines in beginning teacher output, 1973-1976

Region Index
(b)

Great L-s
Plains

Rocky Mountains

New England

Midgast

Southeast

Southwest

Far West

63

65.

68

72

/2

82

85

not determined

a. 'Source: Unpublished statistics supplied by the American.Associa

Colleges for Teacher Education.

1973 output 1976 output x 0

-Regionalgroupings:.

Great Lakes: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconslit-,

Plains:

on of

Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, M'=;souri Nebraska, orth Dakota,

South Dakota

Rocky Mts.: Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming

New England:

Mideast:

. Southeast._

Southwest:

Far West:

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshiref Rhode

Island, Vermont

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,'
York, Pennsylvania

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,

Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,'

West Virginia, Virginia

Arizona; New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas

Oregon, Washington, Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada



Table 6.- States with

s's

est and least declines in beginning teacher preduc-
ti n, 1973-1976

South Dakota

North Dakota

Katmas

OhLov4Y

Indiana

Illinois

Michigan

New York

Colorado

Utah.

Iowa

West Virginia

Kentdcky

Missouri

Nebraska

Florida

Nal, Mexico

Georkia

Arizona

Texas

New Jersey

North Carolina

South Carolina

Alabama

Virginia

61

62

63

63

63

64

66

66

67

67

67

84

87

87

89

89

91

94

96



T e twd-t
I

illustrate: the remarkable shift notikpccurrtgg in this

county on centert of influence, In 1973 the five Grear:,Lakes_staiesAose________

universities were among those-with the largest teacher enrollments in the

.country, produoed more teachers (53,552 for the institutions counted here)

than any other region. The twelve Southeastern states.weresecondwAth

; 46,772 new teache-rs. fri 1976 the Southeast out - produced Great Lake6 by 4500,

was among the large produders in 1973, ranking fourth-. It is now first.

=Science Teaching jas52al Case

The foregoing applies to teaching as a whole. Data on specrkie disci-

plines and the teach6rh'et those disciplines-are rarely found. In the absence

more precise information, the best assumption is that science teachers

follow the general trends

-That fewer new secondary school scieneeteachers are being hire&now as

compared to the:.early1970s can be seen in the case-..:of,the State of Neva York.

Most beginning science teachers in that state receive their baccalaureates

from institutions that have authority to recommend provisional certification

to the state. (Permanent certificates require-specified amounts of graduate

credits,, to be gained within a stated.period of tied.) The number of provi7,

sional certificates issued to graduates of such institutions in four fields

of science teaching reached a peak of 701 in 1973. Of these; 134 (19.1 per-
,

cent) found teaching jobs in their specialties in New York State within .the

year following graduation. By 1975 only 570 graduates received provisional

certification in these science teaching fields, and only 70 (12.3 percent

found teaching jobs in their fields in New York State within the year.

mathematics the peak year was 1971, with 1022 provisional certificates and

424 ,persons (41.5 percent) finding math teaching jobs in the State within.the

year. By 1975 the number of provisional certificates had dropped to 715,-with

only 125 graduates (17.5 percent) finding math teaching jobs in the state

within the year.
(27) ,

These statistics cover only jobs found within the state

within one year, and do not reflect placements in-other states or inlater

years for these graduates. They do indicate however, the condition of the

teacher employment market Al New York.



teacher certifications and
a-

Table 7. New York, State placement!, 1971-1975

Number P vi ional Cert ficates

Teachin Field 1971 Peak,Year' 1975 1971

Sciences 576 701 (1973) 570 17.0

Mathematic& 1O 2 1022. (1971) 715 41.5

2072-(1972) 4212 25.3

Social StUdres 2198 2376'(1972) 1348- 14.6

Vocational Programs* 1189 1226 (1973) 1052 43.1

Special Ed/Handicapped 450 1338(1§75)' 1338 20.0

Elementary Ed 8682 9265 (197) 8667 27.5

Alit Fields 19496 ,21824 (1973) 18197 27.7

j

a

,

Percent-Placed First Year

Peak Year 1975

19.1 12.3

41.5 17.5

12 ;2

11.7 6.0

40.-6 26.7

7.2 7.2

23.7 6.3

-*The sum of Home Economics, industrial arts, Business Eduga

Trade Subjects and Agriculture.

on, Business and Distributive EduCation,



These figures indicate )that science has -been

New York at least since 197 and getting worse, When compared with other

academic fields, science started at a lower lever (with £he except ton of

.social studies, for which the situation has long been desperate), but now

depressqd cofidition in

;

all seem to be in.an absurd position with respect to rates of hiring the year.

Votational programs %re in the strop _ position in Newafter graduation.

York, both as to numbers enrolled in teacher preparation and percentage -f

`placements. Elementary education may be.described as in a state.of.dlsa_

The totals for-all fields reflect the very high numbers -f -elemenrary teachers,

in training, although thd',total seems fairly represehtativp-of the entire

picture. Placement of'teachers of special education and the handicapped does

not appear to have been accelerating in this state to-the extent other studies

have reported in the nation at large, and the growth in number of provisional

certificates for these' specialities Issued between 1971 and 1975 raises some

interesting questions.

These numbers doCument both the re uced hiring of new-teachers in science
t

and mathematics and also the decline in production of new teachers. eof this

northeasUern state the statistics -illustrate the word-of-mouth repo ts from

other stites in the pppulans easter half of the country.

In 1975 the Amer_cn Association for the Advancement of Selene & undertoo

an informal survey of pre-service teacher production, in conjunction with

another study. Many of the largest teacher training institutions in the

country- those traditionally producing large s of science teachers and

the aggregate educa-ing the vast majority c e nation's new science

teachers, were asked about recent trends Responses were fragmentary', because

n many cases the recipients of this questionnaire could not conveniently pro-

vide comprehensive data\on the entire science teaching situation in their large

institutions. Nevertheless, a large proportion' of the major producers, showed

very significant declines since 1970.
(28)

Experienced teachers are moving around less, keeping their teaching jobs

whenever the alternatives to teaching are less attractive (e.g during the

economic climate of the 1970s), and retirements are thus confined to the oldest

segment of the teacher population. At the other end of the spectrum popula-
-.

scienceLion declines and fiscal exigencies are ending the expansion of the

teaching ,force. New teachers finding it exceedingly difficult to. find
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work because of the current surplus of beginning teacher applicants, and very

.few young _ chers are being added to the Staff. Obviously the stage is set

for a' progressively aging eaching population. As-NCES-states-

-With additions of young teachers greatly reduced, 'composition of

the teaching force can be expected to chang6. Fist, it will show

an increasing chrdnological age and more years- of experiente. tFurkher-

more', beCaute. most salary schedules reward seniority, the average

salaries of teachers may rise even if there are minimal'changes in

current salary schedules
(29),

The Rand study puts it more bluntly: "In sum, it appears that if and'

when the surplus ends, the inerti in the system will lead to the almost

immediate onset of a teacher shortage.
(30)

This'statementreveals a possibility not widely publicized, that fte

erplay bStween an aging teaching staff with a large proportion reaching

retirement age in a 'short

would-be teachers

riod of time, prolonged freezing out of young

and their eventual discoilragement to the point of refusal

enter into preparation programs, and a consequent. drastically lower rate

of teacher'production.leading to termination of many teacher programs, might

well wind up in a critical shortage of classroom teachers who are properly

qualified. It can be shown that tigh school science

vulnerable position.

in a particularly

The Rand analyses do not deal with Single disciplines taught at the'high
%

school level, but they do imply a differential effect on supply and demand

according to disciplines. Science teachers are likely to be affected more

seriously than are teachers in general by thiscombination of expected retire-,

ment (plus other losses associated with an aging population) and _reduced supply

of new teachers. As a group they are somewhat older than'those in most other's

disciplines, for their numbers did not swell as much duridg the 1970s with new,

young bachelor's degree holders as did the ranks of English and social studies

teachers. This can be documented by close examination of statistics from

several sources:

The series of reports issued by NEA on teacher supply and demand

through 1973 revealed the relative expansion of the teaching

force in secondary .v!ho 1 academic fields between 1950 and 1972.
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1.

(Later NEA reports are less-Complete ) Sciencegrew far leas

than most fields, both in production of pre-serVice teachers

(an increase of only 21 percent for science compared with 180

ercent for all secondary fields) and in numbers of teachers
'(31)

hired. . The same, publication offer's age distribution for

all secondary teachers (see Table 8).

A sampling of science -her characteristics and curriculum 1),

.Schless,inger, Howe, n - gal at Ohio State University in 1970-71.

Age distribdtion oZ science teachers is significantly different

from that of other secondary school teachers (see Table 8).

A -report by NEA on their latest periodic survey of teacher

.cnaracteristiciaand, attitudes issued late in 1977 shows that

during-1975-76 the. median age of secondary teachers in eeneral

was 33, but that for acience teachers it was over 36. , The average

number of y4irs of teaching experience foir all secondary teacher4
4

was found to be nine, and to be experiencing a downward _end
.(32)

AlpreliMinary report on a survey of science teachers during 1976-...

77 performed'for the National Science Foundation showed the average
-, o'

of teaching experience for= science teaChers to be 11.5.

ortunately, age data were not collected:
(33)

years

The age differential for science teachers is shown in Table 8. To project

these.figures to 1985;requires some assumptions about the factors that contri-
-c

bute tc growth of the science teaching force, turnover of the existing teacher

pophlation, and consequently the age composition of the science teaching popu-

latirn in 1985. Then we may j6dge the extent to which present trends in the

supply/demand process' might, if extended to that time, remain appropriate or

create problems._



Table 8. Ages of secondary School- teacher.as.,1970-71

All Disciplines-- Science Teachers
(Etcluding Matt)

eloW 30

30-39

40-49

50 -59

60 and ov6r

38.7%." 29.3%

25.9%

18.6%

16.8%

a. Gra heal op cat.

-b. From Schlessinger, F.4R.; R. W. Powe, e

in Public Schools of the United States

32.2%

22.9%

:142%
'15.6%

3.4%

ci

al, Li.§Lirytyof_ci&3.chin

1971) Volume 1 --Setel&lyililpaga,

(Center.for Science and Mathematics Education, Ohio State University,

.1Columbus, Ohio, 1973), 87.
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Concerning size:of the secondary school science Coacher force*, there is

no evidence of si'gnificantly increased science enrollments, a factor that

could create demand if, it should occur. On the contrary, recent report by

Ohio State University Indicter some decline in course enrollments, at least

in those tradfOblhally considered to be science courses. (34) This''

lead to a small contraction in the total numbers of teachers needed. or science

in the near future, both because of declines in the size of the high school

student population and in the percentage _ students enr lied- in issencecourses,

With these trends staring school system decision-makers in-their faces,

there is no alternative to the fqalowing measures to reduce the number_

teachers to those supportable under class size requirements: (a) in systems

relatively young teacher force and a declining science enrollment,. some

teache

almost

and no

-y be furloughed or dischargedthose with least seniority, who will

airily he the youngest; 0) where teachers are considerably older,

nsion has been possible- or several_ Years ,(the northeastern quadraHI

of t _untry and the Plains states will have many such districts) vacancies

caused by teachers retiring

(c) where school R6r.icies or

otherwise leaving the- -system will not be filled;

__on contracts-provide absolNte preference for

retention based on seniority, science teachers may find themselves shifted to_

areas may be detailed to teachother subjects,

science,

Or teachers from other subject

Each of the foregoing possible m_ e. leads to either dismissal or no

employment for the recent science tea graduate, at least for the period

he-ginning around 1976' '-and lasting to the end of the r970s, There will undoub-
--k._

tedly be exceptions, school districts that will be recruiting new or experienced,

science teachers, but they will not be a significant factor for the next couple

of years. The net resu of declines in student Population and enrollment's

seems to be _zi lout of younger teachers ,and retention of the more

experienced; who 'includ co decidedly Older men and women,

, -
The7stUdent/teacher ratio) in science classes is almost certainly not going

to decline, despite NCES projections that a trend toward reduction of this fac-

tor since the 1950s will co-tinue indefinitely. The present fiscal picture of

strained resoure._:;, inEtat on, aud.annually increasing teacher salaries leads

will,increase rather than decline.inevitably to an expectation tha.t the
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Here again the-newly certified teacher will be penalized

be inc by failing to replace teachers

non-tenured

4
for the ratt l may

leave or by releasing the.

f there is a crisis situation. .For reference purpdses, from

Schlessinger and Howe it can be deduced that the median high school science

class in 1970-71 had about 24 students. (35)
This may be compared with the

NCES statistic of pupil/teacher ratio of 19.8 for public secondary schools

in that year.
(36)

A survey of teachers during -1975-76.'by the National Educe-
1

tion Association showed that the average seco dary school academic subject
---

classroom had about 25 pupils, down from 26 in 1971, The NCES prcjectiotv

for that school year was 18.6,(38)

If, however, no further growth is expected, in the total numbers of science

'teachers bewe0-now
/
and 1985, apparently there *as some growth bettween 1970

available estimates of this at the esent timeand the pres, dite. The b

are the NaS.statistics publiatied in 1976, which show total numbers of class-

room teachers separately for elementary and secondary schools, with pro tipns
(39)up to 1984. These figures indicate that any growth in the total secondary

'teaching force took place by 1976, and by now the numbers of teachers re drop-

ping back. to the 1975 level. front, 1970, to 1975 there was a total growth of 10

percent for all fields. Assuming thit ali increases could be attributed to new

B.S.graduates, that is, to those fortunate few young people who were placed at

an average age,of 22 immediately after graduation, and that all these remain in

the system until 1985, they all will be in the age category 30-39 by-then.

m Indeed, half or better will be at 1-- t 35 years old. It will also be assumed

that this r e applies to science teachers as part of the Secondar school

teaching population. Therefore, the category of 30-39 will be larger by 10

percent of the size of

Some reduction in

the 1970 science teaching staff.

size of the teaching staf is to be anticipated between

'now and 1985 because of student enrollment decl± es. It is assumed that this

will be accounted for by retirements of older teachers and reductions in force

from among 't\he teachers with least seniority, those whottoday are below 30.

7
The reduct'_n will bring the teaching force to approximately 830 percent,

of its 1975 sc_ength. his will be handled mostly by attrition, that is dis-

1970, sineappearance from the fo
,

by 1985Ahey will be more than 65 years old. Any excess over
4

attrition will lead to replacement of young teachers. In practice there will

cc of the teachers who were 50 and over,in
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-be a combination of a ition and reductions in force and all other teachers

will age 15 years ISetween 1970 and X985. On balance for the entire- teacher

population the distributionfor age groups should be As,represented in Table9.

In support of these assumptions, there are reports. from ERTC/SMEAC that

recently the average'eage of science teachers seems to have increased about

0fletyear per year.
(40)

In this projection, not only is over 56 percent o the science teacher

rpopulation over 45 years of age, put most of the rest re over 35. The cone

sequences of a teaching force with almost oneefourth over age 55 should be

considered very seriously. losses to the system would be staggering within

a few years, If the replacement pool is nearly empty, the dire predictions

of quality loss in "science teaching may come true. The issue then revolves.

around the capacity of teacher training institutions to respond to the demands

for qualified new teachers when the call is sounded.

That prospect is not favorable. As the size of,the teaching. force

diminishes teacher training will decline, first because of student loss of

interest and then because lower head-counts and full-time equivalents (FTE's)

inevitably lead to curtailment of the teaching pfogram and faculty by the

college administration. Even though education departments are seeking to

compensate for loss if undergraduate enrollments by expanding their in- service

teacher activities and through other entrepeneurial devi es, the outlook is

pessimistic' for teacher training programs and faculty f r the next five years

or more.

If the demand, for science teachers should increase >yn 1985 and ehered

the atmosphere in teacher preparation institutions will h permit exp-an-

sion and recruitment of students well in advrice of the year of demand. It

takes four tb five years of undergraduate preparation to graduate'a qualified

science teacher. The entering fre-,hman class of 1981 is a likely target for

"turn-arouWd" recruiting. Groundwork for such a change in attitude takes at

least two years for policy re-direction and institutional'budget8 to reflect

the new priority. Are the teacher training institutions willing and able to

start preparing for the future in 1978 and 1979?
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4 V
Informaticin quirements=

In- this paper it has;been necessarry to assume a great deal and at IfInes

current data systematically collected.

.Continning periodic monito ing'during..these unusual years is necessary for such

important variables as: size of the teacher work force;- age. distribution

teachers; retirement rates and other teacher termination rates;:student/
= -

teacher rat -iae ^rt- ac-t awl- a s-e-sr-ttther-t-ban -for-arbitrarily calculated

indices of students to total professional-force; numbers'of vacancies filled
'

make estimates beyond any verifiabl

each year, as well as vacancies unfilled; subject matter enrollments; and demo-

graphic characteristics of newly hired .teachers. of the foregoing are

needed by subject area taught. Statistics such as these would- keep the nation

ab'reast of the demand for teachers.

On the supply side of the equation s not difficult to monitor .he

annual production and placement,4by subject taught, of new teachers. In

addition,- changes in inttitutional capacities to train teachers should be

closely watched, since there is reason to believe that extensive attrition

has started.

These two essential elements fO policy panning, embodying teacher demand

apd supply are the responsibility of NCES. For the first time this year (the

1977-78 school year), NOES has surveyed local schgol districts for position

vacancies at the beginning of the school year,-and the numbers sought but for

which-no suitable candidates could be hired. NCES hopes to make this a
A

biennial survey. PAlication date should be some me in 1978. They also

hpe established a bi n _ survey of teacher plaCement of recent graduates.

Kroth of these surveys are by teaching field. The information should plug some
t_
of the gaps in our present knowledge.

e

Every effort should be made by the committees-of higher education and the

professional disCiplines to encourage NCES in these-monitoring functions. How,

ever, the science teaching profession itself has its own needs for data, and

should be prepared to supplement the more general efforts of a national govern-
/

ment agency by keeping close watch on its own subj t areas.

The reserve pool of persons already qualified as teachers but not pre-

sently.eMployed i_s a mystery; today, and will be even more unfathomable with
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eachpassing year.- Presumably the reserve pool of cience teachers will

decrease in size over thyears as numbers of new t eaters- prepared and

unable to find work also decrease. After 10 or 15 years of surplus on the

supply side, how many of those who were once ready to leach will still be

willing and available? There have been predictions of a surplus of Ph-D.

scientists, and some eXperts have implied that these will find themselves

in the secondary school teacher reserve pool. Will they actually be'avail-

able? In fact, is.this surplus actually deve,oiling hs forecast up to 1978?

r' Recent data Indicates an increase in employment --aces for Ph.D. In addi-
,

tion; e-research=trained-MR;la-a sUltabf6-Krta--fdr-high school teaching?

The effects of a potential teacher shortage on the science and mathematics

education of minority groups should be examined, as well as the.long-term

effects of tke current fiscal emergencies faced by.pOlitical jurisdictions with

large numbers of minority group students and other disadvantaged. When teach-

ing staffs arc reduced, minority education is often the first to suffer. When

shortages develop, there is a tendency to raid schools that are considered

less desira6e. The school with a preponderantly minority population may be

the'first to lose_ in the exaggerated cycle of glut and scarcity with which the

nation is faced.

419,vie element that should be stressed at this time is the/appropriate posture

science teaching departments in teacher preparation institutions. Student

enrollments are down, and it hardly seems to be the time for an aggressive look

toward the future. Nevertheless, a year will_come when increases in students

seeking teaching careers are necessary, and when recruiting will be requ&ed.

That day is closer than many realize. Preparing for 1985 takes lead time.

The incoming freshman class of 1981 iS the likely target and the institution

must be prepared sufficiently in advance to accommodate an increased enrollment.

What should be the content .the teacher preparation program in science

education for the 1980s? Are the appropriate models -W in place? IsdeveloP-

ment currently going on so that the, training envisioned for the 1980s will suit

the schools and environment of that .time? Science and teaching programs

adapted to the 1960s are unlikely to be adequate for the next decade, and many

of our teacher preparation'-olleges and universities have not been in a posi-

tion to reconsider the program because of the series of crises of the last five

years.
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ThisiEthe year to re-examine science education preparation for the

beginning teacher and the in-service teacher, looking ahead Lo the remainder

of the century. With smaller enriPlments some experimentation is justified

in anticipation of an upturn ahead. Far from pessimism at the succession of

discouraging events in the -recent past, science teaching can treat the bottom

of the cycle as a take-off point 'Cor renewed plans and a bright future.
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POST SCRIPT

0
As this paper is being written, evidence is now appearing of another kind

of development that may make trend analysis based on past years completely use-
)

less, and require continuous monitoOng even more urgently. An article in the

January 25. 1978 edition of the Washington Post speaks to the recent phenomenon

of teacher disgust with important aspects of their .-.ohs, and their willingness

to take jobs in other fields, even to the extent of refusing opportunities to_

return to teaching after being furlouh-d or to accept appointments for which

they are eligible. The New York-City Board of Education found that of 17,500

teachers who had been laid off, about 12,000 were no longer interested in a

teaching career. Conditions of employment and atmosphere in the schools seem

to be causing disaffection among both experienced apd relatively new teachers.(
41)

This article mentions the plight of New York City. The shortage of science

and mathematics teachers has already hit that city. New York's experience may

be the forerunner of a new crisis in the schools based on the unavailability of

sufficient numbers of qualified teachers in both the in-service ranks and the

supply of heginnin g-Teachers. It may even affect the reserve pool. The problem

stems from the growing social and economic problems of school districts, espe-

cially large cities but not excepting the suburbs and even rural areas.

A recent survey by the National Education Association (NEA) documents some

these attitudes. Every five years NEA has been "taking the' pulse" of

-- teachers covering their attitudes as well as some vital statistics of demo

graphic nature. The 1975 =76 survey, just published, shows much dissaffection

among classroom teach&rs, and a- greater than expected loss of highly exper-

ienced teachers in the last couple of years. However, the number of teachers

in their first or second year of t-a ing has dropped to an all -time low; (4

Troubles may be piling up.



SUMMARY

Although a surplus of high school science teachers may still describe the

supply/demand situation for 1978 and 1979, much evidence points to an impend-

ing shortage of science teachers in the 1980s. Unprecedented developments in

, the economic and social factors affecting the schools im the last ten years

have upset the traditional system teacher supply and demand. Very-few

newly certified teachers( have been hired for high .school academic subjects

in,the last five years because of school population declines and local fiscal

problems. Teacher,-t-urnover has been sharply reduced. The result has been an

.
aging, stateie teacher population. Separate statistics for science teachers

apart froM teachers in general are often not available, but combinations of
.

4
'information from several sources seem to confirm that the adverse trends for

teachers in general are at least equalled in science,, For example, the average.

age of high school science teachers is greater than that of secondary teachers

in general, and they tend to be more experienced.

As they reach retirement age large number,of the present teaching force

will be ready to leave, but their replacements may not appear because of still

another concomitant of the same social and economic trends--a drastic reduction

in production Of beginning high school science teachers in this decade. Since

1973 the output of high school teachers in academic subjects has dropped by 43

-percent, and the ;downward trend is apparently continuing. Declines,1-6ve been

greatest in those st ates with institution; that traditionally have produced

the largest numbers of teachers--the Great Lakes states. A similar decline is

seen in the FlLins status. The Southwest and Southeast, on the other hand,

have sho only moderate declines. The drops in teacher production have been

accompriled by loss of teacher training capacity in colleges and universities,

since those institutions are also confronted with fiscal problems, and lack of

placement for teaching graduates seems a good reason to cut back on pre-service

programs. A likely rescc lt is that teacher preparation inskitutions will not be

able to supply new teachers when the demand for there su denly reappears. A

:de of shortage, glut, and again shortage seems to be characteristle of

teacher manpower in this cuuntrv.

Statistics from a variety of sources are examined in is paper. It is

sh that the projections of to supply and proh ihl teacher demand i sued



by the National Center for Ed ition Statistics.01CM have been .very mislead-

ing, and at times helped to fuel the problem. Quite recently NCES funded a

study of teacher swpply that -documents the drastic declines already gathered'

from other source. NCES has also begun C6 coll(*ct data on teacher vacancies

filled and unfilled in local school districts, but results are,not yet'avail-

able.

More detailed informntfon is needed on how these interacting factors are

affecting science teaching in the schools. .Quality considerations for both

the present ant! the near future are of paramount importarrne. Supply of cam-
,

potent teachers for the classroom and their placement are key elements in such

an examination.
0

,

.

Vvry recent- evidenchns come to light:that a shortage of science teachers

may already he appearing in Special situations-.

;

++;
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